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Abstract. Phishing attacks rise in quantity and quality. With short
online lifetimes of those attacks, classical blacklist based approaches are
not su�cient to protect online users. While attackers manage to achieve
high similarity between original and fraudulent websites, this fact can
also be used for attack detection. In many cases attackers try to make
the Internet address (URL) from a website look similar to the original.
In this work, we present a way of using the URL itself for automated
detection of phishing websites by extracting and verifying di�erent terms
of a URL using search engine spelling recommendation.
We evaluate our concept against a large test set of 8730 real phishing
URLs. In addition, we collected scores for the visual quality of a subset
of those attacks to be able to compare the performance of our tests for
di�erent attack qualities. Results suggest that our heuristics are able to
mark 54.3% of the malicious URLs as suspicious. With increasing visual
quality of the phishing websites, the number of URL characteristics that
allow a detection increases, as well.

1 Introduction

Phishing as the act of stealing personal data of Internet users for misuse is an old
but still threatening problem. As the number of Internet users and online trans-
actions grows, the possibility of misuse is also growing. 164,917 websites targeting
users to input sensitive information � like passwords � have been recorded by the
online service phishtank.com in 2011 [1]. These are only the phishing websites
that have been reported and detected by a single community. Phishing is hence
an important cyber security problem. Google recently announced that 9,500
websites are added to their blacklist each day [2]. Projecting this to a whole year
more than three million URLs are recorded each year. Nowadays, phishers use
sophisticated software toolkits to launch a large number of Phishing websites on
di�erent URLs to counteract common security methods like blacklists [3] that
are most commonly used as phishing protection. With additional backdoors in
those phishing toolkits, phishers even target each other [4].
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Since it takes some time to get websites on blacklist indexes, �rst visitors to
phishing websites are left vulnerable [5]. Using many di�erent URLs [6] in combi-
nation with intelligent botnets that hide their master-servers using the fast-�ux
methods [7] it gets nearly impossible to block those attacks using conventional
methods.

Users could spot most of the phishing attacks by themselves by closely ex-
amining URLs and other indicators with the right amount of security knowledge
and focus, but as security is never the users' primary goal [8] they fail to detect
most of the attacks.

Another issue is that phishers usually try to closely impersonate a trusted
party the user knows by imitating brands, website design, logos or as a special
case the URLs. This being an issue for users to fall for phishing [9], it should be
used as an input to online security research to generate new means for phishing
detection.

In this work we want to focus on URL similarity. Since phishers usually can
not use the exact same URL they are targeting, they use di�erent deceptions
to build domain names and paths that look similar to the original domain. As
an example they use small spelling mistakes that might be overlooked by the
user. In case the spelling of a phishing URL is close to a real domain name
or brand name automatic detection of phishing attacks becomes possible. We
present such a detection approach using URL terms together with search engine
spelling suggestions.

To test this we gathered a data set of 8730 phishing websites and looked at
the di�erent kinds of attacks that can be found and how they could be detected
through similarity matching. For our tests we simply used queries sent to search
engines that support spelling corrections for the submitted query. In our case we
used terms extracted from the URL as a query to the search engine.

In our opinion the visual quality of the attacks also plays an important role
and we were interested to �nd out how the perceived visual quality of a phishing
attack correlates with our detection results. For a subset of our test websites we
had experts rate the visual deception quality for each single website. We de�ned
that as how identical the phishing website itself looks to its original or rather
how well it is designed. Using those ratings we were able to infer whether our
detection methods hold better for high or low quality phishing websites.

2 Related Work

To be able to understand phishing and �nd new methods to protect users from
sophisticated attacks it is important to look at how people fall for phishing
attacks and how attackers design their attacks to make them �appealing� for
their victims. Human Computer Interaction or more speci�c the �eld of Usable
Security addresses security questions from a user perspective.

Research on phishing in HCI is bound to di�erent domains. Understanding
the problem, detecting attacks and �nally how to communicate the detection
results to the user for a �nal decision.
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When trying to detect malicious websites many software toolkits or browser
toolbars fail. In 2006 Wu et al. [10] tested three di�erent browser toolbars and
found them all being ine�ective in preventing phishing attacks. Numerous ap-
proaches to detect phishing websites without the need of manual veri�cation
have been presented since then. Besides using the source code of a website or
the visual similarity between the rendered content of other websites, two recent
publications also partially take URLs into account for their detection process.

SpoofGuard by Chou et al. [11] uses the domain name, URL, links and images
to compute the likeliness of an attack. In case certain patterns appear in the URL
(e.g. using the @-symbol or IP-addresses) the probability score for an attack is
increased. Together with a variety of other tests (e.g. non-ssl forms with password
�elds) a total spoof score (TSS) is computed.

Zhang et al. [12] presented a similar tool called CANTINA in 2007. As the
most important part they use the TF-IDF-algorithm to �nd the most typical
written terms in a web page. As these terms should be unique to the given
website a search engine query should point back to the website from where the
terms originally were gathered. This concept of so called �robust hyperlinks�
has been presented earlier by Phelps and Wilensky [13]. For their evaluation
Zhang et al. used 100 phishing pages and 100 legitimate pages and submitted
the respective terms to a search engine. They also tried to add the domain name
to the found terms which reduced the number of false but also of true positives. In
a second experiment they added additional heuristics (similar to SpoofGuard)
to their computation. In 2011 Cantina was enhanced as �Cantina+� [14] to a
machine-learning based system that uses 15 di�erent features. In their approach
six of those features are URL based features. When testing the new approach
over 92% of true positives for phishing websites in the test set were detected.

In all publications the URL only plays a minor role for the detection of
potential phishes and if taken into account only speci�c characteristics are used.
For our work we focussed on the URLs to �nd the the potential of phishing
detection that comes out of the sole use of the URL and its subterms. Although
we focus on this speci�c topic, sophisticated detection should always use more
than one way.

3 URL phishing detection

When hosting phishing websites phishers usually try to pick URLs that look
trustful or well known to the user. Being able to create a perfect visual copy of
a website, the domain name remains as one of the last resorts to detect that the
website, the user is currently visiting, denotes an attack. Many of these attacks
are well known and have been collected and reported in related work [15]. The
homograph attack is one sophisticated example for these spoo�ng attacks where
similar looking characters form other languages are used to register internation-
alized domain names that look (nearly) perfectly the same on the screen as their
original ones [16].
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To detect those misspellings simple algorithms like the Levenshtein distance [17]
could be used. It counts the minimum numbers of insertions, deletions and sub-
stitutions that are required to transform one term into another. �paypai.com�
(please notice the `i' instead of the `l') and �paypal.com� would have a Levens-
thein distance of 1. Website URLs with a small distance to a similar legitimate
URL hence would be suspicious. To perform those comparisons a large list of
legitimate URLs and brand names would be needed.

In our approach we chose to use an existing environment to look for similar
domain names or hidden brand names in the URL by using the spell checking
functionality of a search engine. Sending a similar domain name to a search
engine usually returns a suggestion to the search results for the more prominent
name of the original website. For example if "paypai.com" is sent to a search
engine it will return a suggestion to search for �paypal.com� instead, as this
search term and its results are much more prominent. This knowledge about a
vast number URLs together with their importance is what we make use of for
attack detection.

3.1 Possible Subterms

Using the whole URL including all path information would not yield any valu-
able results. After conducting some �rst trials, we found that for the mostly
long queries, small spelling mistakes do not return usable suggestions. Hence we
developed algorithms to detect possible search terms that are worth checking.
We derived those from common attacks in literature and from what we found
during the analysis of existing phishing URLs. Table 1 shows four example URLs
with the extracted terms highlighted. The four cases are as follows:

� Basename: The base name is the real domain name as registered at the reg-
istrar for the domain. The basename usually consists of the top-level domain
(e.g. `com') and the domain name itself (e.g. `paypal'). Phishers cannot use
the original domain name as it is already registered by the original company.
Instead, they register misspellings or similar looking domain names.

� Subdomains: For each base domain, the owner can specify an arbitrary
number of subdomains. This is often used to prepend the domain name of the
websites that is attacked. Prepending the subdomains �us.battle.net� to any
other domain may fool users into thinking that they are on the real domain.
Domain highlighting in the browser's location bar is used by browser vendors
to counteract such attacks but users are still being tricked by them [18].

� Pathdomain: In some cases, phishers neither have access to the base name
or a subdomain (e.g. when hosting their attack on a free web hosting service).
In this case, they place a second domain as a subfolder of the URL path �
usually right after the domain name. For the remainder of this paper, will
refer to those terms as �pathdomains�.

� Brand name: A last check we performed, was for certain brand names. In
some cases not a whole domain but only a brand name is inserted somewhere
in the URL. For this special case we did not use the help of a search engine.
Instead, we only counted the sole occurrence.
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Table 1. Examples of the four di�erent URL patterns that were extracted from the
URLs.

3.2 URL Extraction

The algorithms we use for extracting the terms are quite simple and dependent
from each other.

The base domain can be extracted by �rstly �nding a valid public TLD
(top-level domain) su�x at the end of the whole domain name (without any
path information). Top-level domains denote the highest level in the Internet
domain name system (DNS) [19]. In most cases the last characters after the
last dot form the top-level domain name. In some countries a secondary level
is added before customers can register their own arbitrary names (e.g. �co.uk�).
For �www.paypai.com� the TLD would be �.com�. To complete the base domain
the next preceding domain part (�paypai�) is appended (�paypai.com�). Usually
the resulting base domain has only two components. In case the registrar uses
more than one level for the TLD the number of levels can increase (e.g. �payp-
pai.co.uk�). Using a rule set together with a list of such special cases all base
domains can be easily found [20].

Knowing the base domain the remaining prepending domain parts construct
the subdomains of the URL. By subtracting �paypai.com� from �www.paypai.com�
only �www� remains as a subdomain in this case.

To look for pathdomains the process of �nding a basedomain is repeated for
the path portion of the URL � everything behind the �rst slash in the URL. If a
valid TLD can be found anywhere in the path another domain part is prepended
if applicable.

For our brand name validation we simply use a text search on the URL strings
to �nd any brand name on our list. Since we just wanted to do some baseline
testing we only included 21 brand names of brands that are attacked most often
(see table 2).

After having identi�ed the di�erent domain parts we send them to a search
engine and check the search engine results for a spell checking suggestion. In
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Table 2. The 21 brand names used for the brand name testing.

case a suggestion occurs the handed in query is most likely to be a misspelled
domain and is hence counted as suspicious.

A system using this approach would be possibly deployed right at the user's
web browser. The browser would be able to compute the di�erent subdomains
parts easily and could verify them by sending them to search engines or a spe-
ci�c server instance implementing our concept. We did not create any software
component for end users as a part of this paper, as we were only interested in
�rst measurements of the potential power of our concept.

4 Evaluation

For our evaluation we wanted to test our algorithms against a large test set of
real phishing attacks and �nd out for how many of those URLs at least one of the
four types of extractable cues exists. As a second evaluation we wanted to �nd
out whether the number of suspicious websites we can �nd is dependent from
the visual quality of the attack. Therefore a manual quality rating for each of
our test websites was needed. Due to the immense manual workload, we reduced
the number of test pages for this second step.

4.1 Methodology

The evaluation took two steps: Firstly we created a large set of URLs (8730 pages)
gathered from phishtank to apply our four algorithms against them to extract
possible search queries. We then submitted the queries to a major search en-
gine and tested for each di�erent entry whether any spelling suggestions would
be returned and counted these. In a second phase we reduced our test set to
566 websites that we had captured with screenshots and had them rated by
three expert Internet users (see section 4.3). For those websites, we looked at
their test results again, this time incorporating the average quality rating that
had been given by our experts. For the quality rating we also captured 127 origi-
nal websites, and as a side e�ect, we could look on how our algorithms performed
against those.
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1001 5004 occurences
4.0%

81 occurences
20.3%

eBay Attacks in 500 Consecutive Attacks
85 occurences in total (17%)

Fig. 1. Distribution of eBay attacks over the �rst 500 queried websites. The attacks
are not equally distributed.

4.2 Building the Test Set

To acquire the test set, we used the online phishing website database phish-
tank.com1. We acquired websites from the phishing index for a period of about
one month. Using this method we gathered 8730 di�erent con�rmed phishing
URLs.

Particularly when testing tools to detect phishing attacks, a large test set is
vital. On phisthank.com each attack is stored by its URL � which users received
for example through an email. Many attacks of the same kind are often launched
together sending out di�erent URLs to di�erent receipients. For a small sample
set the amount of overall attacks of a certain kind may look totally di�erent.
When we compared our testing results of the �rst 100 entries in our list to the
�rst 500 entries we noticed big di�erences in algorithm performance. A potential
reason for that can be seen in �gure 1. We analyzed the attacks targeting eBay
to see whether they are equally distributed. Looking at the position of all eBay
attacks amongst the �rst 500 websites one can quickly see huge di�erences. We
only had four websites attacking eBay under the �rst 100 of our URLs. Having
only this data one could conclude that 4% of all attacks are eBay attacks. Looking
at the remaining 400 attacks the amount of eBay attacks would seem to be about
20%. This clearly shows that a large test set is very important in our case.

In addition to the simple URL collection we needed screenshots of the pages
to be able to rate their visual quality later on in the second phase of our eval-
uation. We rendered 566 screenshots for web pages throughout the 8730 URLs.
Where possible we also tried to �nd the parent website to the phishing attack.
This resulted in 127 additional non-phishing web pages with one often being
parent of multiple attacks. Due to short lifetime of detected phishing attacks the
websites we used for rendering our screenshots are scattered over the complete
range of the 8730 URLs.

1 phishtank.com is an online service collecting and validating phishing attacks with
community members
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Fig. 2. A screenshot of the web interface our experts used to rate the phishing attacks.
The interface language chosen to suit our experts' mother tongue.

4.3 Rating of Websites

For rating of the websites we asked three expert Internet users � one IT con-
sultant, one informatics students and one media informatics student � to rate
the quality of the attacks on a �ve point Likert scale from �1-the attack can be
discovered easily� to �5-it is hard to discover the attack�. We wanted them to
compare the visual deception quality of the attacks. For this reason we showed
them the screenshot of the phishing attack and the original website side by side
in an online interface (see �gure 2). They were displayed to the experts in ran-
dom order and the experts rated them using the number keys � 1 to 5 � on their
keyboard. Using the `0' key they were able to skip an entry for later processing.

The screenshots only showed an image of the content of the website. The
browser frame with other information like the URL or other security indicators
was not present. Using this interface the experts could rate all phishing websites.
Deliberately we did not instruct our experts in any way which characteristics
they should use for their assessment.

5 Results

The results for our evaluation can be divided into three parts. Firstly, the results
gathered from the whole set of 8730 phishing websites As a comparison to that
we also had a look at the results for the smaller subset of 566 websites where
we actually extracted the screenshots and the corresponding original websites.
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In the end we had a look at what can found when combining those results with
the di�erent quality ratings taken form our exports.

5.1 The Whole Test Set

We were able to extract a basename for all but 265 of our 8730 phishing URLs.
These URLs were just IP-addresses and thus had no basename. Spell check-
ing returned a result for 961 of the remaining 8465 websites (11.4%). As with
the basenames, subdomains could also only be queried for non-IP-URLs. 2119
returned a spell check result (25.0%).

Looking for a pathdomain in the remainder of the path of the URL, we were
able to �nd 1522 second domains using our algorithm (17.4%). Sending those
extracted domains to the search engine only 232 (2.7%) returned a spell checking
result. In this case it is possible that the spell checking did not return any results
because the domain names were already written correctly � please refer to the
discussion section (see section 6) for more details on that.

Table 3. Results for general URL extraction and search engine queries throughout the
di�erent conditions.

Finally, we ran our brand checker against the URLs and tested for 21 brand
names. 2021 URLs contained at least one of the brand names (23.2%). Table 3
contains an overview on those values.

We also looked at how many pages would have at least triggered one feature.
When looking at all spell checking results and the results from our brand name
detector combined 4742 attacks (54.3%) were marked as suspicious, triggering
at least one feature. Including all URLs that contained a path domain � instead
of just using path domains that returned a spelling result � we would even get
a coverage of 4958 attacks (56.8%).

Figure 3 shows a detailed diagram of exactly where which feature was trig-
gered. The x-axis denotes the 8730 di�erent websites that we tested and a colored
bar indicates that the speci�c feature marked the website as being suspicious.
Beneath those results for the single features the diagram shows all features in a
cumulated way � for each bar at least one feature would have been triggered.
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Looking at the number of features that were triggered 3195 websites triggered
only a single feature (36.6%), 1319 websites triggered two features (15.1%), 246
websites triggered four features (2.8%) and only 13 websites triggered all possible
four features (0.15%). In average a website that was marked as suspicious hence
had 1.39 overlapping features con�rming this (SD 0.6).

Fig. 3. Heatmaps showing the detailed matching results for the di�erent domains in
the di�erent conditions. The lower part of the �gures show all websites that triggered
at least one search result.

5.2 Performance of the Subset

Looking at the same results for our subset of the 566 websites that had been
captured for advanced testing the percentages are a little lower but the tendency
is basically the same (see table 3). The main di�erences lie in the number of
pathdomains that were extracted (7.6% instead of 17.4%) and their spelling
results (0.5% instead of 2.3%). Another di�erence is in the number of brand hits
(11.1% instead of 23.2%).

When running the tests on the 127 non-phishing websites that were captured
spell checking did not �nd any suggestions for basename, subdomain and the
pathdomains. The brand detector did detect 31 brands (24.4%) in the URL list.
We expected those results for non-phishing URLs as they should not trigger any
suggestions and certainly contained some brand names they represented.

5.3 Findings from the Quality Ratings

Looking at the rating results of our experts, we calculated an average score
ranging from 1 to 5 for every phishing site's quality. This was the average of
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all three ratings our experts had given. According to those average ratings we
partitioned our results into four intervals. �Very bad quality� [1-2], �bad quality�
]2-3], �good quality� ]3-4] and �very good quality� ]4-5] by always including the
next higher value into one interval excluding it from the next interval. Most
of the attacks (226/39.9%) were rated to have a poor quality. The number of
websites in each category constantly decreases to 79 (14.0%) with the highest
ratings (see table 4).

Having distributed the attacks in those four categories we were able to re-
compute the di�erent values for each category. Doing this it becomes clear that
with rising quality of the phishing website the number of matches for our al-
gorithms rises, too. For example the number of results for the basename check
increases from 7.5% for very bad quality websites to 20.3% for very good quality
websites (see table 4). The high number of poorly rated websites could hence
also account for the overall lower detection values in our subset.

Table 4. Results for the 566 visually rated URLs split up by rating intervals. Hit rates
increase with quality.

6 Discussion and Limitations

Our evaluation yielded a lot of interesting results. However, looking at the overall
number of websites that triggered spell checking results, this kind of detection
mechanism will not be suitable as a sole detection for phishing websites. Hence,
we suggest to use this method of spell checking URLs in combination with other
methods. Our algorithms could be used for example, as an enhancement to
existing score-based detectors.

Additionally, the results of this study only report on situations where a spell
checking mechanism of a search engine returned a suggestion. We did not manu-
ally verify those suggestions for what causes they had (e.g. a homograph attack).
In many cases, this might be equal to �nding a possible phishing attack, but there
might also be situations where the suggestions of the search engine had other
causes. The tests on the limited set of 127 non-phishing sites seem to indicate
that the concept does not produce a lot of false positives but this will de�nitely
need a more detailed evaluation in the future. Especially comparing the search
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engine results with an own implementation of the Levensthein distance using a
list of important domains might greatly improve the algorithm performance.

Besides this, the concept might even have the possibility to detect more
websites than we were able to show with our evaluation. In the subdomain and
pathdomain case, phishers had the freedom to place any fake URL they wanted �
e.g. using �www.paypal.com.fake-domain.com�. Our subdomain algorithm would
then have used �www.paypal.com� as a query for the search engine, which does
not trigger the spell checker as it is spelled correctly. Eventually, lots of other
�correct� URLs would not even trigger the search engine's spell checker. Due to
this fact we added the brand name checker to our algorithms. However this was
just a very limited test with a small number of brand names. In summary the
URL portions detected might be used for other means than spell checking only
which again could greatly improve the performance of the concept.

Another issue of the presented concept could be the vast amount of web tra�c
to search engines that would be generated rolling out such a concept and eventual
privacy issues caused by URL submission to a third party. For a production scale
system, both problems could be solved. A special server architecture reduced to
the components of word similarity and website importance would be enough to
serve such requests. For better privacy, the detection algorithms could also run
locally with a local reduced copy of the most important data from the online
server.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work we presented our concept of using URL similarity for the detection
of fraudulent phishing websites. Using a search engine's spelling suggestions it is
possible to validate various suspicious parts that can be extracted from possible
phishing URLs. In a large quantitative evaluation with 8730 phishing URLs we
were able to show that for the di�erent extracted domain parts a noticeable
number of phishing URLs triggered spelling suggestions. Cumulating all tests
54.3% of the websites would have triggered at least one of the tested features.

We additionally took screenshots of a subset of those attacks and measured
their visual quality compared to their original. For those websites we were able to
show that with rising perceived quality of the attacks the percentage of websites
that trigger those cues rises too.

As future work, the testing methodology of our approach should be re�ned to
be able to �nd properly spelled domains at other locations in the URL (e.g. the
subdomain). Together with a better brand checker and a larger test set of original
URLs the results should be con�rmed. We recommend developing new tests for
the URL parts that can be extracted. This could help validating correctly spelled
domain terms at parts of the domain where they are unexpected. Also verifying
the position and reasons for inclusion of certain brand names in the URL could
help to detect fraudulent URLs. Besides this a reference implementation of the
spell checking done by the search engine could help to tweak the algorithm
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performance for that speci�c domain of �nding fraudulent URLs. In the end a
�eld study with the concept rolled out to end users should be done.
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